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BEST BET R6 20:40

Tide In Red Bdl D

T: Christopher Field
The Hound Says: Talented youngster with high
speed, excels here over this T/D with a 25.62pb
and still loaded with upside, clearly the one to beat

NEXT BEST R11 22:28

Whispering
Jack

Dark Bdl
D

T: Peter Marsh
The Hound Says: Risky beginner but has good
speed in clear air and maintains a strong career
strike rate, well placed and looks very hard to beat

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 1, 2, 4 
Race 6 - 2 
Race 7 - 3, 2, 5, 8 
Race 8 - 3, 7, 5 

$20 for 55.55%

R1 LADBROKE IT! MAIDEN Maiden 350m 18:51

DEMON ISLA'S (6) gets a tricky draw for her debut
but litter has produced a number of smart pups
so far and this looks a suitable kick off point, big
show. ELYSIAN BOY (2) comes off a string of solid
performances around here and should hold a
spot early from the draw. WILGUNYA MEL (3) is
knocking on the door after recent placings and
can threaten

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6. N/A
7. N/A
8.
9.

Tips

R2 KEN CASSON MOTORS MAIDEN Maiden 350m 19:08

BLUE MAJESTIC (7) is on debut and the litter has
produced a number of smart early winners, finds
a suitable race and can give this a shake.
BOKARM QUINN (8) has kicked off his career with
consecutive placings and should get clear air out
wide. EXONERATE (1) has been well backed in
two starts so far and gets a favourable draw now
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3. N/A
4.
5. N/A
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7. N/A
8. N/A
9.

Tips

R3 LADBROKES BET TICKER MASTERS M2/M3 350m 19:32

DARK FATE (3) is knocking on the door after back
to back placings over this T/D and only needs to
hold that level to give this a shake as well.
LAURIE'S GEM (1) has the speed to make the
most of the draw and been in superb form of
late, huge chance again. DIXIE KATH (2) has been
holding a solid level of form and CANNY WARK (4)
should run well
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Tips

R4 PHIL MCLENNAN EARTHMOVING 4th/5th Grade 350m 19:56

GAME ON (8) is a fast beginner who has won 6
from 10 over this T/D, ideally drawn out wide
with clear air and should give this a shake.
IDENTITY UNKNOWN (2) has high speed when
hitting the ground and remains unbeaten around
here with a 19.88pb, huge chance. LIGHTNING
ROD (4) has enough speed to offset the draw and
ROBELL RUEBEN (5) has claims
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Tips

R5 THE ABBEY MOTEL INN 5th Grade 350m 20:16

SIMPLY EXPRESS (1) has a good turn of speed in
the initial stages and is a winner of 5 from 13
career starts so far, huge chance. NOBLE
GAMBLER (2) is knocking on the door after recent
placings and has the draw to pose a threat again.
SKY GAMBLER (4) was a last start winner here
and must be respected. LAMIA MILANIA (3)
should be competitive
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Tips

R6 LADBROKES RACING CLUB 1-2 WIN 5th Grade 450m 20:40

TIDE IN (2) looks a talented pup with good speed,
dominant winner over this T/D last start in 25.62
and is loaded with upside, should prove hard to
beat again. PAT'S BOY (1) was a solid debut
winner around here in 25.83, forgive last start
and well drawn tonight. DAD'S DREAM (7) can
improve on two starts so far and HOOKED ON
CASH (6) can place

1.
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3.
4. N/A
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Tips
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R7 LADBROKES 1-3 WIN FINAL 1-3 Wins F 5th Grade 350m 21:04

EXPERT QUALITY (3) is a smart pup with a good
turn of speed in clear air, dominant heat winner
in 19.93 and will take all sorts of beating. GRAND
PERFECTION (2) can be hit or miss at box rise but
did win nicely last time and can threaten. FRYING
BONNIE (5) is capable on her day and BOBBY
UNLEASHED (8) will rush forward out wide, keep
safe

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6. SCR
7.
8.
9.
10.

Tips

R8 FAIR DINKUM BUILDS CV SHEDS MAX 150
POINTS

5th
Grade 350m 21:27

FLYING ZINGER (3) comes into this fresh off a
break and is a 4 time winner over this T/D, well
graded and looks hard to beat. SHE'S ALL CHARM
(7) was placed in flying time at Casino a few starts
back and this trip is suitable. WISH COME TRUE
(5) needs luck early but will find this easier than
recent runs. ROCKY PEPPER (8) excels over this T/
D
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R9 LADBROKES COMMUNITIES MAX 150 POINTS 5th Grade 350m 21:47

DEBUSSY (1) hasn't fired on all cylinders of late
but does excel over this T/D and finds a race that
lacks depth, should take beating. PANAMA ROAD
(2) has shown some short course ability and
drawn to see every chance tonight. DRIVE (4) has
shown more ability than recent runs suggest and
suited back in trip. DOING LIFE (7) has each way
claims
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R10 LADBROKES EASY FORM MAX 150 POINTS 5th Grade 350m 22:08

RIO WILL ROCK (5) is overdue for a win now but
did trial over this T/D in very quick time last week,
tricky draw but will take all sorts of beating with a
repeat. BOKARM RHONDA (8) won impressively
on debut at QLD, blew the start last time but can
bounce back. AWAY DAYS (4) has a turn of speed
in clear air and CRASH DADDY (6) can run well
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R11 ADVANCED ELECTRICAL & DATA 5th Grade 450m 22:28

WHISPERING JACK (4) maintains a strong career
strike rate and has a good turn of speed in clear
air, suited back in grade tonight and looks very
hard to beat. TINY RAMBO (5) has early speed
and knocking on the door after recent placings,
small field suits and can threaten. TYPHOON
DARYL (7) will find this easier than recent runs
and can place
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